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Abstract 
In this paper, we presented a method to extend the weak classifiers that we have previously developed called the square patch feature for 
out-of-plane rotated object detection. The square patch feature is as discriminative as the popular Viola-Jones Haar-like classifier and is 
faster. Out-of-plane detection without any extra sample data is possible due to the point based representation of the patch feature. The 
feature points in the classifier data trained from a frontal face can be rotated by assuming that they are mapped on a surface of the object 
of interest. For simplification object of interest such as the face can be assumed to be flat. The method was tested for face detection 
problem. A face detector was trained using 4916 face images and rotated for out-of-plane detection. The detection rate of the out-of-plane 
detection is 71% with a false positive of 189.  
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1. Introduction 
Object detection is very important stage for many applications such as recognition and tracking. The increasing 
importance of image analysis on autonomous system including on robot platform means there is a need for robust algorithm 
for detection of object of interest. Robust object detection is defined as the problem of locating an object of interest in an 
image in the presence of uncontrolled lighting, complex background and variations of appearance and orientation such as 
scale and rotation.  
In our previous work, we have introduced an alternative type of feature [1] that can be used to replace the haar-like 
feature introduced in [2] that we called square patch feature. The patch feature is a faster and determinant feature and can be 
exploited easily for in-plane rotation detection. In this paper we report on the method on how the patch feature that we 
introduced in [1] can be extended for out-of-plane rotation detection.   
2. Background 
The Viola and Jones object detection algorithm [2], and its implementation for face detection is one of the most popular 
techniques for object detection. This algorithm uses the Adaboost machine learning algorithm to train a set of weak 
classifiers to form a cascade of strong classifiers which is very fast and robust. They utilize a rectangular shaped weak 
classifier called the Haar-like features that are easy to compute using a pre computed image called integral image [2]. Figure 
1 illustrates the Viola and Jones object detection algorithm.  
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Even though, the Haar-like features provide fast computation, this integral image technique still requires a substantial 
bandwidth to memory for real-time computation of the feature. Some works were done to improve the computational 
efficiency of the haar-like feature. For example, Baluja et. al. [3] and Abramson and Steux [4] have introduced very fast 
weak classifier that adopts two pixels comparison method using logic operators. Huang and his team introduce sparse 
granular feature [5] to improve the robustness and sensitivity of the two pixels comparison feature in [3, 4]. Sparse granular 
feature is a linear combination of pixels (up to 10 pixels) from the granular space, where the granular space is a collection of 
images (4 images) smoothed at different factors. Then, Pettersson and his group introduced a Histograms of Oriented 
Gradients Feature (HistFeat) [6] where their feature can be computed very quickly by reading only a single pixel from the 
preprocessed image called histogram image. A histogram image decodes more information of the pixels but it requires 
higher computation. Unfortunately, Hisfeat feature space is very small making it suitable only for simple object detection. 
 
 
Fig.1. Viola Jones Object Detection Algorithm 
3. Patch Feature 
In [1], we introduced a novel feature set that we call square patch feature as a faster alternative to haar-like feature set. 
We named it a square patch feature because each patch is considered as an intensity descriptor of square areas from the 
image. The combination of patches is a good discriminator for an object that its geometric appearance is non-variant and 
also can generically be described by variation of intensity of internal elements. Frontal view of a human face is a good 
example of this case, as its elements such as the location of eyes, nose, cheek and etc, are consistent among the majority of 
the population.  
The patch feature is evaluated by taking the differences between 2 to 4 fixed size square patches in the image. Six feature 
types that are utilized are as the following:  
 
Type 1:  Patch A – Patch B 
Type 2:  Patch A – Patch B – Patch C 
Type 3:  Patch A + Patch B – Patch C 
Type 4:  Patch A + Patch B + Patch C – Patch D 
Type 5:  Patch A + Patch B – Patch C – Patch D 
Type 6:  Patch A – Patch B – Patch C – Patch D 
 
Like the integral image in [X], smoothed images in [9] and histogram image in [10], the square patch feature also can be 
computed quickly using a preprocessed image that we called patch image. Patch image can be computed easily where every 




where P(x’,y’) is the pixel in the patch image, I(x,y) is the pixel in the original image and n is the patch size. n is set to be 5 
as better  result in training as well as testing was observed. 
Patch feature can be extended for detecting objects that are rotated in-plane without needing further training. The point-
based representation of the feature in patch image makes it possible to be rotated in-plane. For every feature point (x,y), the 
rotated feature (x’,y’) for rotation angle, ș, can be calculated using the equation: 
 
x’ = (x-xc) cos ș – (y-yc) sin ș + xc 
y’ = (x-xc) sin ș + (y-yc) cos ș + yc 
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4. Extending the Patch Feature for Out-of-Plane Rotation Detection 
In several previous works such as in [5], the rotation detection is done by training an exclusive classifier for every angle 
of rotations. This means a huge sample dataset of the object of interest for every angle of view are required to train the 
rotation invariant object detector. By doing so, it also means that longer period of time is required for the detector training.  
The patch feature can be extended for and out-of-plane rotated object detection just like it can be extended for in-plane 
rotated object detection. This means that only a straight up frontal view of the object of interest sample is required for multi-
view classifier training. The trained classifier can be used for rotated object detections simply by adjusting the classifier 
coordinates of the patch features for the particular angle of detection. 
Out-of-plane detection is possible due to the point based representation of the patch feature. For a more accurate 
detection, the patches must be mapped to a 3D model that represents the object of interest surface and then they can be 
rotated to the desired angle of view. However, for simplification, the patch can be mapped to a flat plane for the out-of–
plane rotation detection. Object of interest such as the road sign, wall pattern or even the human face can be assumed to be 
flat and suitable for the proposed simplification. When a flat plane is used for out-of-plane rotation detection, every feature 
point (x,y) in the classifier data can be rotated to the out-of-plane rotated feature point (x’,y’) by using following 3D rotation 
equations:        
 
x’ = (x-xc) (cos ȕ cos Ȗ) – (y-yc) (cos Ȗ sin Į sin ȕ – cos Į sin Ȗ) + xc 
y’ = (x-xc) (cos ȕ sin Ȗ) + (y-yc) (sin Ȗ sin Į sin ȕ + cos Į cos Ȗ) + yc 
 
where (xc,yc) is the centre of the image, Į is an angle of rotation of x-axis, ȕ is an angle of rotation of y-axis and Ȗ is an 
angle of rotation of z-axis.  
The 3D rotation of points causes changes in the patch size and shape. Hence, for out-of-plane rotation detection, we 
proposed to utilize the integral image for feature computation. This means that, 4 accesses to the integral image is required 
to compute the new patch.  
5. Classifier Training and Testing 
For our experiment, the object of interest is selected to be the human faces. The face training set consisted of 4916 face 
images of size 24x24 pixels. The negative training samples are obtained by exhaustively bootstrapping 650 high resolution 
images that contained no faces. Approximately more than 500 million non-face images can be bootstrapped from the high 
resolution image set.  
We utilized a response binning boosting algorithm [7] to train each classifier in the cascade. The selected algorithm 
improves the discriminating capability of Adaboost by modeling the positive and negative training sets more accurately. It 
utilizes a response binning model which covers the possibility that the positive and negative response distributions are 
multi-modal. We apply the same normalization of mean and standard deviation as proposed by Viola and Jones [2] to 
increase robustness of the detector to the effect of different lighting conditions. 
The final classifier is a 33-stage classifier cascade which consisted of 3155 weak classifiers. The MIT+CMU frontal face 
test set [8] is used to test the performance of our face detector and to compare it with other well-known face detectors. The 
ROC curve of the trained detector and some other popular detection algorithms ROC curves on same the test set is presented 
in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows some of the normal and in-plane rotation detection results on some images from the web [1]. 
An experiment was conducted to analyze the performance of the detector with out-of-plane rotated patch feature. A 
classifier with out-of-plane angle of 15°, 30°, 45° and 60° for top, top-left, left bottom-left, bottom, bottom-right, right and 
top-right direction is generated. A test set consisting 215 out-of-plane rotated face images with random out-of-plane angles 
was used. Out of 215 faces, 153 faces were detected with the false positives of 189. The detection rate dropped from the 
approximately 90% on frontal face to 71% on out-of-plane rotated face. This is mainly due to the fact that face is not a true 
flat surface object and to assume that face is flat cause the accuracy to drop. However, the 71% detection rate can be 
considered useful for a multi-view face detection application. Accuracy can be improved by using a more accurate 3D 
surface model.  
The detection time for out-of-plane rotated object is also significantly longer due to the higher number of feature points 
in the classifier and the need to use the integral image instead of the patch image for feature computation. The time to detect 
one face on a 200x100 pixels image is 438μs for out-of-plane rotation detection and 23μs for a normal detection. This 
detection time can be improved by using estimation stage so that only specific classifier for a particular view angle is 
required. Figure 4 shows some of the out-of-plane rotated face detection results on some images from the web. As can be 
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Fig. 4. Some out-of-plane rotated face detection results 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented a method to extend the weak classifiers that we introduced in [1] called square patch feature 
for out-of-plane rotated object detection. The square patch feature is as discriminative as the popular Viola-Jones Haar-like 
classifier and is faster. Out-of-plane detection without any extra sample data is possible due to the point based 
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representation of the patch feature. The feature points in the classifier data trained from a frontal face can be rotated by 
assuming that they are mapped on a surface of the object of interest. For simplification object of interest such as the face can 
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